
INSTALLATION
GUIDE

3. From the 8 plastic inserts
provided, determine which one
fits your stem best. DO NOT
FORCE THE INSERT DOWN THE
STEM. It should slide on and off
snugly, with only a little effort.
Each one is marked by a letter and you will use the same letterEach one is marked by a letter and you will use the same letter
for each knob once you determine the best fit.

1. Open all boxes and check that all
parts are included: Knob, bezel (which
is the ring that goes below the knob),
8 plastic inserts, and 3m thermal
tape (pre-attached).

2. Remove your existing knob from its stem. It should simply
pull right off. Tip: If it’s difficult to pull, use a rubber glove for
a better grip.

Please read instructions completely BEFORE beginning. Then follow

them step-by-step. Don’t worry, it’s easy and we are here to help if needed!



8. Remove the knob and bezel. The insert should

come off with them. Hold them in your hand and tap

the insert with a hammer or screwdriver until it is

flush against the knob.

4. Not all ranges have a bezel (a ring that will still be on the

range). If yours does have one, remove it with a screwdriver.

5. You should now have a flat surface, with only the stem

sticking out. Clean the surrounding area with a non-greasy

cleaner, such as Windex.



10. Now that you have tested to ensure that everything seems
just right, return the knob to the upright (off) position with
lines facing up. Remove the knob and the bezel.

12. You did it! Test the knob again by pinching the two buttons
together, pushing the knob in, and turning. Easy for you, not
easy for accidents!

13. Repeat for each additional RangeSafe Knob, using the
same insert you already identified as being the correct one.

9. It’s time to test!
DO NOT REMOVE THE BACKING
FROM THE TAPE YET!

Making sure the lines are facing
up, put the knob with bezel onto
the range stem. Use one hand to
hold the bezel still, and use thehold the bezel still, and use the
other hand to test and make sure
the knob works...simply pinch,
push, and turn!


